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About InvestHK
Established in July 2000, Invest Hong Kong
(InvestHK) is the Hong Kong Special Administrative
Region (HKSAR) Government Department
responsible for Foreign Direct Investment. Its
mission is to confirm and strengthen Hong Kong as
Asia’s leading international business and financial
centre by attracting economically and strategically
important overseas, Mainland and Taiwanese
companies to invest in Hong Kong.
InvestHK has industry specialists in Hong Kong’s
priority sectors: Business and Professional Services,

Consumer Products, Creative Industries, Financial
Services, Financial Technology, Information and
Communications Technology, Innovation and
Technology, Tourism and Hospitality, and Transport
and Industrial plus an overseas network of staff
and representatives based in 30 key business
cities worldwide covering its target markets. The
Department’s staff based in Hong Kong and overseas
work seamlessly to support the successful set up and
expansion of clients’ businesses in Hong Kong.

You can access InvestHK’s free, customised and confidential services in any stage of your business:

Planning
Information to
aid planning and
evaluation

Website: investhk.gov.hk
Tel: (852) 3107 1000
Email: enq@investhk.gov.hk
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Set up
Advice on business
location, facilitation of
visa applications, license
applications, schooling, etc.

Launch
PR and marketing
support

Expansion
Networking events,
introduction to service
providers, etc.

About the American Chamber
of Commerce in Hong Kong
The American Chamber of Commerce in Hong
Kong (AmCham) is a non-profit organisation and
represents over 700 companies and 1,700 individuals
doing business in Hong Kong, Mainland China and
throughout the region. Established in 1969, it is one of
the largest American chambers of commerce outside
the United States, the largest international chamber
in Hong Kong, and the most dynamic and influential
international business organisation in the AsiaPacific region.
The Chamber’s “business” for over 45 years has
been to promote US-China trade and Hong Kong as
Asia’s premier international business and financial
centre. Its mission is to foster commerce among the
US, Hong Kong and Mainland China, and to enhance
Hong Kong’s stature as an international business
centre. AmCham is committed to maintaining and
strengthening Hong Kong’s status as “Asia’s World City.”

Its objectives are:
• To represent its diverse membership on issues of
common interest;
• To provide a forum for networking and access to
information;
• To serve as a trusted and influential advocate with
governments;
• To encourage civic-minded participation in the
Hong Kong community; and
• To promote the core values of private enterprise,
free trade, rule of law, ethical and responsible
business practices, and transparency and free flow
of information.

AmCham provides an extensive range of information
and business services, and regularly organises
events, seminars, luncheons and delegation trips
for its members. There are also over 20 committees
focusing on a broad range of issues, such as human
resources, intellectual property, financial services
and education.

Website: amcham.org.hk
Tel: (852) 2530 6900
Email: amcham@amcham.org.hk
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American Airlines // Transport & Industrial

» Sotheby’s Wine

Right to the
Heart of
Texas
As part of its expansion in Asia, American Airlines
launched a new route between Hong Kong and Dallas/
Fort Worth on 13 June 2014. The new route offers
direct and non-stop daily connections to more than
200 different destinations in the Americas, including
many in Latin America and the Caribbean, offering the
opportunity for greater economic activity between Hong
Kong and the Americas and capitalising on the growing
trade and travel links between Asia and Latin America.
“Hong Kong is a very important transportation hub in
the region, as it reaches half of the world’s population
within five hours’ flight time. The new route will make
Hong Kong and Dallas closer. In fact, we are seeing an
increasing number of Texas-based companies coming
to Hong Kong. For example, Hanson Robotics has moved
its headquarters to here,” Stephen Chung, Business
Development Manager, American Airlines, said.
Chung is in charge of commercial activities in Hong
Kong, Macau and southern China. He also oversees
most of southeast Asia, including the Philippines,
Malaysia, Vietnam, Singapore, Indonesia, plus Taiwan
and Australia. “There are more and more business
travellers as many companies have set up their regional
headquarters in Hong Kong, an important hub in Asia.
American Airlines has entered Hong Kong as a strategic
move to increase market share in the region, especially
southeast Asia,” Chung said.
From the cargo perspective, Chung thinks Hong Kong has
talent experienced in logistics and infrastructure. “My
experience of looking for people in Hong Kong is that we
have so many qualified people to choose from. So, you
need to tell the most qualified from those less qualified,
whereas elsewhere, you probably need to differentiate
the qualified from the unqualified first,” he said.

American Airlines has entered
Hong Kong as a strategic
move to increase market
share in the region, especially
southeast Asia.

“The workforce in Hong Kong is also better in terms of
professionalism, knowledge, efficiency and willingness
to learn,” he added.
Since 2010, the airline has been expanding in Asia with
one flight between Beijing and Chicago, three flights
from Shanghai to Chicago, Los Angeles and Dallas, and
last year one flight out of Incheon, Seoul, to Dallas. Local
demand for travel to the US has prompted American
Airlines to open up new routes from the city.
American Airlines’ Hong Kong office set up and
registration went smoothly with support from InvestHK.
“When we were first in Hong Kong, we knew very little
about the city and how to set up a business. InvestHK’s
Transport and Industrial team gave us a lot of guidance
and helped us step by step, which was very helpful,”
Chung concluded.

aa.com

Original date of publication: September 2014
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Updated: March 2016

Creative Industries // Barron’s Asia

Barron’s Opens First Regional
Headquarters in Hong Kong
Published by Dow Jones & Company since 1921, Barron’s
reaches an influential audience comprising individual
investors and professionals. Barron’s provides readers
with a recap of recent financial market action coupled
with insights on what’s likely to happen next.
Barron’s Asia, a new digital edition focused on the region
and serving its investors, was launched in Hong Kong
in October 2014. This marks Barron’s first overseas
expansion since its establishment more than 90 years
ago.Barron’s Asia publishes a mix of Asia-focused
content produced by its new Hong Kong-based editorial
team, along with full content from the US edition.

“There is a sea of opportunities for the digital publishing
market. Our business is going to evolve around
technology, viewability, programmatic and native
advertising. We have highly viewable advertisements
and native advertising opportunities for brands to
distribute their thought leadership,” Young explained.
Both she and Tan moved from New York to Hong Kong
six months ago and have adapted to the city’s lifestyle in
no time. “There is incredible access in Hong Kong. Senior
business leaders make ample time to meet; beautiful
trails and beaches are just on the other side of the island,”
Young said.

Kopin Tan and Tracy Young are the editor and publisher
respectively, both of whom are based in Hong Kong. The
local team comprises eight in editorial and two on the
business side. They share resources and human capital
within Dow Jones, including human resources, finance,
technology and customer service, among others.

InvestHK offered Barron’s’ New York team assistance
shortly after the plan to launch in Hong Kong was
finalised. “Both InvestHK’s New York team and the
Creative Industries team in Hong Kong have provided
seamless support to facilitate a smooth setting up in the
city,” Young concluded.

“Hong Kong is the right place as it is an international
finance hub, pro-business and supportive towards new
enterprises,” Tracy Young, Publisher, Barron’s Asia, said.
The growing number of high net-worth individuals in
Asia is another key reason for Barron’s expansion in
the region.

barrons.com

Original date of publication: May 2015

Hong Kong is the right place
as it is an international
finance hub, pro-business
and supportive towards
new enterprises.
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Bindo // Information & Communications Technology

Bindo’s Next Venture
Bindo’s all-in-one portal is what most retailers would
wish for: it is an integration of pointof-sales (POS) system,
cloud-based inventory tracking, employee management
with CRMand analytic functionality. The success of the
product has been validated by not only themarket, but
also rounds of secured funding from angel investors and
venture capitals (VC)for its continuous growth.
Recently, the New York-based startup has been
expanding into the restaurant industry,especially in
Hong Kong where its regional headquarters of AsiaPacific is located. In thelast two years, Bindo has
successfully closed a number of enterprise customers
in HongKong including Kerry Hotels by the Shangri-La
Group , Miramar Group and Jamie’s Italian,to name a few.
Benedict Wong, VP Business Development and Head of
APAC, said that with a high density of outlets in major
districts, Hong Kong is a perfect launch pad for Bindo.
“Due to intense competition in the food and beverages as
well as retail sector, many of our customers are keen to
adopt new technology that helps lower operating costs
and increase revenue,” he remarked.
While Bindo is making foray into the Mainland market
where a high demand for their product has emerged,
Hong Kong remains as the base for the company to sketch
their blueprint of regional expansion.

“As one of the most multi-cultural cities in Asia, Hong
Kong is renowned for its ease of doing business and
widespread use of English and Chinese, making it
convenient for us to sell into both the US and Mainland
China markets,” Wong said.
He also believes that the ease of funding here makes the
city a great location for startups like Bindo. “Hong Kong’s
rapidly growing startup scene is exemplified by the
many new incubators, VC funds and angel investors that
have been emerging out of the city in recent years,” he
remarked, adding that Hong Kong has got all the qualities
to produce its first startup unicorn.
Since 2013, Bindo’s Hong Kong office has grown to 35 staff,
over half of which are engineers and the rest are sales
and customer support. Wong thinks that the tech startup
industry here attracts a lot of great talent from overseas.
“There is a fast growing influx of graduate engineers,
better equipped with practical programming skill, which
makes hiring easier,” he added.
Wong’s advice to aspiring entrepreneurs in Hong Kong is
to be as active as possible in the startup scene and build
relationship with other entrepreneurs. “Hong Kong is a
particularly tight-knit community with startup founders
who are all eager to see each other succeed. The more
successful startups in Hong Kong, the larger the amount
of attention investors will give to the city, which will
result in a larger pool of capital available for everyone.”
He concluded.

bindopos.com

As one of the most multicultural
cities in Asia, Hong Kong is
renowned for its ease of doing
business and widespread use
of English and Chinese, making
it convenient for us to sell into
both the US and China markets.

Original date of publication: May 2015
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Innovation and Technology // Brinc

New Accelerator
Brings Global
IoT Startups to
Hong Kong
With its strategic proximity
to the Pearl River Delta,
Hong Kong has all the
elements that IoT startups
need to thrive.

Formed by an international team of experienced
practitioners in technology, startups, crowdfunding,
sourcing/logistics, manufacturing, distribution and
venture capital, Brinc is a unique IoT accelerator based
in Hong Kong built to accelerate connected technology
hardware product startups from the ideation stage
through business development, consumer validation,
manufacturing support and distribution.
Manav Gupta, CEO of Brinc, said, “We are proud to
plant a flag in Hong Kong as our headquarters. With
its strategic proximity to the Pearl River Delta, Hong
Kong has all the elements that IoT startups need to
thrive. Coupled with the advantages of the dynamic
and growing technology ecosystem, the city’s rule
of law, intellectual property protection, ease of
setting up a business, low-tax regime, rich heritage in
manufacturing and access to engineering resources all
combine to offer the right ingredients for the growth of
IoT startups.”

With Brinc’s international network, the IoT accelerator
programme brings in the best IoT startups from all over
the world to Hong Kong, and offers them the platform
they need to quickly accelerate their go-to-market
strategy and become a viable business beginning
with a three-month acceleration programme. Selected
teams will progress to receive a mix of cash, business
consulting services, plus a hands-on team at Brinc
and a unique ecosystem of partners in production,
sourcing, logistics and distribution to ensure on-time
delivery of orders for customers. The comprehensive
package is aimed at providing a competitive advantage
for any IoT startup looking to successfully launch its
business, manufacture to scale and distribute globally.
The accelerator programme is supporting seven IoT
startups at the moment, and is expected to accept up to
10 additional startups by the end of 2015.
With offices in Shenzhen and Guangzhou, Brinc
hopes to empower IoT entrepreneurs by leveraging
the resources in the Pearl River Delta and its
comprehensive acceleration programme and
investment fund.
“We are glad to know that the Hong Kong SAR
Government is firmly committed to supporting the
development of IoT in Hong Kong and transforming
the city into a centre of excellence. Hong Kong has
the unique capability to integrate design, software
and hardware and turn ideas into commercially
viable IoT products. Our programme aligns with the
Government’s commitment to develop Hong Kong into
a world-leading IoT hub,” Gupta said.

brinc.io
Original date of publication: July 2015
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CenturyLink Technology Solutions // Information & Communications Technology

New Data Centre to Serve MNCs
The investment of the
Hong Kong SAR Government
in terms of creating the
right infrastructure and
tax environment makes it
a very attractive place for
multinational companies
to land their operations in
Asia Pacific.

CenturyLink Technology Solutions (formerly known
as Savvis) provides integrated IT services through
colocation, cloud and managed solutions to help make
businesses more agile, secure and sustainable. The
company has opened a new data centre in Tseung
Kwan O (TKO) in November 2013, marking a substantial
commitment to expand its market share in Asia Pacific.
CenturyLink now operates 56 data centres around the
world, including two in Hong Kong.
“We see pronounced demand for premium data centres
in Hong Kong, especially in the financial services sector.
The city is a key location for multinational corporations in
the region and its proximity to Mainland China enables us
to reach out to different businesses that have data hosting
needs,” Becky Carr, Chief Marketing Officer, CenturyLink
Technology Solutions, said.
The Hong Kong data centre, which opened in November
2013, is a carrier-neutral premier Tier III facility in TKO. It
supports colocation and proximity hosting, with one-way
connectivity to the Hong Kong Stock Exchange (HKEx),
and rapid connections with the Tokyo and Singapore
financial markets.
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The centre provides around 180,000 square feet of
space over three stories, offering move-in ready yet
reliable solutions that meet diverse needs from power,
cooling, security and connectivity perspectives. It has six
operators at the moment and will recruit more staff as the
next phases come into operation. In this respect, Carr said
the company has found it easy to recruit talent in Hong
Kong, be it operations, sales or marketing professionals.
According to the Global IT Trends report (January 2014)
as compiled by technology market research provider
Vanson Bourne, colocation and managed services will
continue to gain in popularity in the next two years and
companies will have outsourced about 70 percent of their
infrastructure within the next five.
“The investment of the Hong Kong SAR Government
in terms of creating the right infrastructure and tax
environment makes it a very attractive place for
multinational companies to land their operations in
Asia Pacific. Our Hong Kong office continues to grow,
adding sales, marketing and operations professionals
that will support the increasing demand from global
multinationals and local enterprises,” she added.
InvestHK supported the company’s expansion through
connecting it with relevant government bureaux and
departments, providing policy updates on data centre
developments in Hong Kong, plus marketing and
PR support.

centurylink.com/technology
Original date of publication: May 2014

Business & Professional Services // Chicago Booth School of Business

© Courtesy of Seth Powers

Leading “Windy City” Business
School Blows into Hong Kong
Chicago Booth has run a successful Executive MBA
programme in Singapore for the past decade, but decided
to relocate it to Hong Kong to show its commitment to
strengthening its presence in Asia and ability to meet its
strategic goals going forward.
“Our goals are specific,” Richard Johnson, Managing
Director, Executive MBA Program – Asia, University
of Chicago Booth School of Business, said. “We want
to influence and educate current and future business
leaders in all major markets – including those from
Mainland China. We would also like to deepen the
diversity in our classroom, increase awareness of Chicago
Booth in the largest and most diverse markets in Asia, and
continue to develop strong corporate relationships across
Asia. Taking into account these goals, Hong Kong became
the clear choice,” Johnson explained.
“We need to expand our footprint in Asia beyond a single
location in order to continue to advance our mission. A
campus presence in Hong Kong for our Executive MBA
programme allows greater access to a broader range of
students from Hong Kong, Mainland China and other
North Asian markets. It also provides more ready access
to corporations for developing partnerships, while
still maintaining a strong presence in Singapore and
Southeast Asia,” he added.
Chicago Booth’s Executive MBA programme is a general
management programme that provides students with a
broad knowledge of business fundamentals, frameworks

A campus presence in Hong
Kong for our Executive MBA
programme allows greater
access to a broader range of
students from Hong Kong,
Mainland China and other
North Asian markets.

and strong analytical skills, and a vision that extends
beyond their current job, region and industry whether
they are based in Asia or elsewhere. The approach
includes in-depth discussions of different business cases
and environments, some of which involve Asia.
The curriculum and programme of study for the
Executive MBA are the same at the Hong Kong campus as
they are in the London and Chicago campuses: students
take the same courses from the same Chicago Booth
faculty. Chicago Booth has 14 full-time staff and expects to
hire a couple more to reach its full complement.
Chicago Booth has had a long relationship with
InvestHK, even before it set up in Asia. “The department
has provided invaluable information regarding many
different aspects of doing business in Hong Kong –
including research and trends information. It has also
facilitated introductions to various helpful advisors and
others who have made our transition into Hong Kong very
smooth,” Johnson said.

© Courtesy of Seth Powers

Original date of publication: September 2014
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Deckers Outdoor Corporation // Consumer Products

Put Your Best
Foot Forward
Living here has been a
fantastic experience, and as
a business hub with
proximity to all the key APAC
markets, there is nowhere
else like Hong Kong.

Deckers Outdoor Corporation is a premium lifestyle
marketer that builds niche brands into global market
leaders by designing and marketing innovative,
functional and fashion-oriented footwear developed for
both high performance outdoor activities and everyday
casual use. Thanks to the successful direct-to-customer
business globally, the company decided to activate one
of the key retail hubs in Asia – Hong Kong, and hence set
up a regional headquarters for Asia Pacific with 22 staff to
oversee regional strategy, operations and finance.

Having moved to Hong Kong, Worley finds it an incredibly
dynamic city where the pace of business is never boring.
“Living here has been a fantastic experience, and as a
business hub with proximity to all the key APAC markets,
there is nowhere else like Hong Kong,” he concluded.

deckers.com

“Our focus has been building brand awareness in all APAC
markets, with a focus on Hong Kong, Mainland China and
Japan. We’ve done this through aggressive expansion
of our retail footprint, strong distributor partnerships
and ecommerce,” Pete Worley, President of Asia Pacific,
Deckers Outdoor Corporation, explained.
Deckers runs its own flagship stores but continues to
use distributors in Hong Kong and other regions. It has
subsidiary offices in Beijing and Tokyo, which manage the
Mainland China and Japan markets, as well as a supply
chain office in Guangzhou. It already has 22 owned and
operated UGG® Australia retail stores in Mainland China
as of 2013. It has also acquired Sanuk, a new brand, which
has opportunities in the surf lifestyle space.
Deckers will continue to increase awareness of all its
brands in markets such as Mainland China and Hong
Kong, as well as expand further into markets in southeast
Asia and India, which also hold potential for the brands in
its portfolio.
Original date of publication: September 2013
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Creative Industries // Facebook

More Face for
Hong Kong
With a mobile penetration rate
as high as 238 percent and the
fact that 83 percent of homes
in Hong Kong have high-speed
internet, social media like
Facebook would be one of
the best and easiest ways to
capture new customers.

According to Facebook, more than half of Hong Kong’s
population (4.4 million people) use the social network
and spend 13 minutes on average each time they log on.
“Facebook is a natural fit to the mobile platform. With a
mobile penetration rate as high as 238 percent and the
fact that 83 percent of homes in Hong Kong have highspeed internet, social media like Facebook would be one
of the best and easiest ways to capture new customers,”
Jayne Leung, Head of Greater China, Facebook, said.

Personalised Marketing
Today, advertisers have a plethora of choice when it
comes to media options to reach their target audiences.
Facebook is a platform for brands and it aims to make
their marketing personal. It offers a range of tools for
marketers to reach, target, optimise, measure and
scale efforts. This makes it possible to maximise brand
awareness at each consumer touch point, drive and meet
conversion goals through multiple ad placements such as
news feed and mobile news feed ads and other formats,
and reach the most relevant target audience.
The sales and marketing team in Hong Kong office is
structured by key verticals which have high growth
potential, e.g. FMCG, retail, mobile technology, financial
services and travel. “Our objective is to personalise
marketing - the Facebook you see is different from the
Facebook I see as we have different profiles and interests.
This is our unique marketing edge,” Leung said.
According to a survey commissioned by Facebook and
conducted by market researcher TNS in January 2014,

Facebook outranks popular messaging applications and
is the most favoured digital platform in Hong Kong.
The survey also found that traditional media made less
of a mark, with respondents planning to spend eight
percent more time on Facebook, while spending 15
percent less time reading newspapers and watching
television, and 21 percent less time browsing magazines.
According to Leung, Hong Kong users particularly like
watching or posting videos on Facebook and this would
be a potential avenue for companies seeking to raise their
profile in the city.
With advertising as the major income stream, Facebook
Hong Kong will actively promote to brands, SMEs and
advertising agencies alike on how to use this social
media site to grow their business. Facebook is also
helping Mainland Chinese companies to make use of
social media to promote their brands internationally.
“The whole idea of investing in this new Facebook office
space stems from the fact that in Hong Kong, there is
ample opportunity to further expand our business,
especially in view of the very positive market response
since we launched in 2011. The majority of our team
handle sales and marketing support to better serve our
clients, including multinational corporations, small and
medium enterprises, and advertising agencies, etc. Looking
ahead, we plan to recruit additional staff,” Leung said.

facebook.com
Original date of publication: November 2014

Updated: May 2015
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Fortis Riders // Transport & Industrial

Private Luxury from Chauffeur
to Pilot
Fortis Riders came to Hong Kong in 2012 to provide
premium limousine services, primarily for privatejet owners and passengers, as well as for corporate
roadshows. In recent years, many US companies in the
high-end transportation sector, including Fortis Riders,
have set up in Hong Kong to target the region’s billionaires
and bankers, who have a high cost of time and who
require a high level of service when traveling.
“We see strong growth in the southeast Asian market over
the next five years, while the US and Europe are slowing
down. This provides us with growth opportunities as we
diversify into another region, and it shows our clients that
we are concerned with their international and crossborder business needs,” Stephen Dick, Managing Director,
Fortis Riders Asia, said.
Hong Kong attracts Fortis Riders for a couple of
reasons. “The first that comes to anyone’s mind is the
low corporate taxes and the simplicity of the tax code.
Beyond that, we appreciate the proximity to Mainland
China, but without having to navigate all the red tape
involved in actually setting up a business operation
inside the Mainland,” Dick said.
Founded in 2000 in the US, Fortis Riders has been
working with some of the most highly qualified
chauffeurs anywhere to provide high-level services for
the most demanding clients around the world. “Our focus
is on the quality of services. The chauffeurs we select are

meant to act as a concierge on the ground — with the best
knowledge of the city, knowing the quickest route from
point to point, where to eat, what to see, where to stay. In
order to provide the most seamless and confident service
possible, we are in communication with all parties
surrounding the passenger — his personal assistant, the
pilot of his jet, and his chauffeur,” Dick said.
The move to Hong Kong has proven to be the right
decision. The company has grown from one staff to five
within two years, and has moved to a larger office in
Wanchai. The latest addition is a salesperson primarily
responsible for most of the Asia-Pacific region. With both
local hires and a couple of transfers from the head office,
Fortis Riders believes it is ready to meet any challenge
ahead as it continues to expand its service and network
in the region.
Dick is particularly impressed by Hong Kong’s lifestyle
and InvestHK’s support. “What we most appreciate
is the business advisory role that InvestHK fills. The
department introduced us to tax preparation firms and
to recruitment agencies, and invited us to networking
functions where we could meet like-minded companies
investing in Hong Kong. I love the atmosphere and the
people whom I have met. I hope to stay here long term
and eventually obtain permanent residency,” he said.

fortisriders.com
Original date of publication: July 2015

We appreciate the proximity to
Mainland China, but without having
to navigate all the red tape involved
with actually setting up a business
operation inside the Mainland.
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Transport & Industrial // General Electric

GE’s Global Ops
Vice Chair Calls
Hong Kong Home

GE, which employs more than 300,000 people across
100 countries worldwide, has been active in Asia for more
than 100 years. Its businesses span the energy, lighting,
healthcare, locomotive, aviation and finance sectors.

Home to more than 300 staff, the Hong Kong office and
its senior executives will serve 12 regions: Europe, Russia,
the Middle East, Africa, Australia, ASEAN, Canada, India,
Latin America, Japan, Korea and Greater China.

“We chose Hong Kong because of its excellent
infrastructure and proximity to so many of our
customers who are based
in or around the region.
The business world we
operate in expects 24/7
service so time zone
counts. Our customers
need to know they can get
hold of us, have the right
decisions made and get
responses during their
work day,” John Rice, vice
chairman of GE global
growth and operations, said.

GE has ambitious plans for China, which involve a
US$2 billion investment in six Customer Innovation
Centres and a range of
technology and financial
partnerships involving
joint ventures with Chinese
state-owned enterprises,
such as Wuhan NARI Co,
a subsidiary of China’s
top power distributor,
to develop “smart grid”
standards. Other major
joint ventures include rail
development projects
with the Beijing and Chengdu authorities. “We want to be
everything we need to be for our customers locally and
provide them with access to our deep global technical
capabilities in R&D, engineering and manufacturing,”
Rice said.

We chose Hong Kong because
of its excellent infrastructure
and proximity to so many of
our customers.

For Rice, it’s a welcome move back to Asia. He lived in
Singapore in the mid-90s when he led GE’s Asia Pacific
plastics division.
“I’m pleased to be back in this part of the world. Hong
Kong is a very global city that is easy to navigate and live
in. My wife and I are looking forward to seeing more of the
region, with Hong Kong as our base. The city has a real
buzz,” Rice added.

Original date of publication: November 2011
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Go Animate // Creative Industries

Go, Animate, Go!
Hong Kong’s software
engineering and creative
professionals are definitely
underestimated.

“People often think that Hong Kong’s talent in the creative
industries is not as capable as its US counterparts, but I can
prove that this is wrong. Our R&D team in Hong Kong is
world-class and generates many new ideas. They definitely
have the ability to excel and to exceed their western
counterparts.”

GoAnimate creates online solutions for businesses
and schools looking to make videos quickly and easily.
Educated in Hong Kong and the US, GoAnimate’s Founder
Alvin Hung ran his father’s company here before starting
GoAnimate in 2007. He was disappointed that he could not
find good online software that he could use to create an
animated video for himself. Traditional animation software
is expensive, as well as difficult for the average person
to use — especially anyone who lacks film or animation
training. But instead of seeing a hurdle, Hung saw an
opportunity to venture into the do-it-yourself (DIY) video
business.
“I was disappointed but excited, because many companies
nowadays prefer educating people and customers with
animated videos, rather than using boring presentation
materials. They want to find something interesting to
replace the traditional tools. So there is growing demand for
DIY videos that help companies tell their stories and ideas,”
Hung said.

As the regional headquarters for Asia, GoAnimate Hong
Kong is actively looking to hire graduates from local
universities. Targeting English-speaking markets, its range
of clients includes ordinary consumers, international and
local schools, SMEs, enterprises in the US, freelancers and
others. Affordable and easy-to-use product solutions are
sold online to help create powerful and fun videos for all
kinds of users.
Hung has several tips for startups in Hong Kong,“First,
go global on day one. Hong Kong entrepreneurs often
overestimate the difficulty in going global. It’s not that much
more difficult than succeeding in the local Hong Kong
market. Second, try to think of a good idea with unique
and competitive advantages that not everyone else can
solve. Lastly, consider going solo if you are an engineer
and you are comfortable with business issues. While
having a cofounding team brings many benefits, there are
significant downsides as well,” he said.

goanimate.com

The majority of its sales are in the US market, but
GoAnimate develops its software solutions in its Hong Kong
R&D office, with more than 30 staff members. It also has a
team in Silicon Valley, where most sales take place. About
14 employees look after global sales and marketing, as well
as customer service. A small team in Taiwan supports the
operation in Hong Kong.

World-class Creative Talent
Hong Kong is renowned for its capabilities in the financial
and services areas, and for the availability of talent in related
fields. But Hung can discern the potential of the creative
talent here. “Hong Kong’s software engineering and creative
professionals are definitely underestimated,” he said.
Original date of publication: November 2015
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Financial Services // Gold Bullion International

Managing Your Precious
Metal Assets
GBI is a leading institutional provider of precious metals
to individual investors and to the wealth management
industry. Its technological platform allows clients
to acquire and manage their precious metals assets
directly through GBI, or through their existing wealth
management account relationships. Precious metals
are acquired from dealers selling brands recognised by
the London Bullion Market Association, and stored on
clients’ behalf in protected and insured vaults in New
York, Salt Lake City (Utah), London, Zurich, Singapore and
Australia, as directed by the investors. GBI provides a safe
and reliable option for precious metals owners.
Investors own the actual physical metal in an allocated
private account, verified by an independent accounting
firm, and their holdings and valuations are reported daily.
Investors also have the option to take physical delivery of
their precious metal holdings.
The Hong Kong office of GBI is in close coordination
with its US headquarters and is extending its reach into
the region. GBI provides a wide array of precious metal
services to virtually every type of market participant,
using its robust technology, logistics and sales platform
to facilitate customised solutions. In addition to this, the
Hong Kong office will soon launch an online coin store
targeting the Chinese collector’s market.

“Not only is Hong Kong a key trading hub for physical
precious metals, it is also an important conduit to
Mainland China,” Jammy Chan, Head of Greater China,
Managing Director, GBI Asia Pacific Co Ltd, said.
“The Mainland offers a huge physical market and it is
important for us to grasp these opportunities. We need
to set up in a well-established financial centre like Hong
Kong that is close to Mainland demand and global
supply,” Chan added. “As the Mainland market undergoes
further liberalisation, Hong Kong and our business stand
to benefit. New cross border programmes, as we have
seen in the past, often started with Hong Kong.”
Hong Kong is the regional business development centre,
and GBI’s present focus is on Hong Kong and Mainland
China. As GBI’s business continues to grow, Chan said it
will explore other markets using Hong Kong as a base.
And if the Mainland market opens further, he said he
would look into the possibility of an onshore presence
there.
“We have already added our first Hong Kong based
wealth customer and we are confident of our business
pipeline. We are working to expand our clientele in terms
of size and diversity. We also hope to refine our client
services and our ongoing support. As for the mediumand-long-term, we want to develop a regional client
service centre,” Chan said.
Chan learned of InvestHK by word of mouth. “The
department has a good network and provides advice to
companies that are yet to set up in Hong Kong, including
its update on regulation. The PR opportunity for a new
business in Hong Kong is particularly valuable,” he said.

bullioninternational.com

Not only is Hong Kong
a key trading hub for
physical precious metals,
it is also an important
conduit to Mainland China.

Original date of publication: January 2016
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Gulfstream // Transport & Industrial

Farther and Faster from
Hong Kong

Gulfstream recently set up a Customer Support Contact
Centre in Hong Kong as a firm commitment to the region’s
fast-growing market for business aviation.
US-based Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation is a leading
business aircraft maker established in 1958. It designs,
develops, manufactures, markets and supports business
jets and has produced in excess of 2,500 aircraft so
far. Its clientele includes public, private and Fortune
500 companies as well as individuals.
Gulfstream’s Hong Kong regional office was set up in
January 2007, with two regional sales Vice Presidents
moving to Hong Kong to represent the entire Gulfstream
business-jet fleet to customers in the Asia-Pacific
region. In 2011, to meet its business growth, Gulfstream
opened a dedicated Product Support office in Tung
Chung near to Hong Kong International Airport. A more
recent development was the opening of a satellite flight
department and a Customer Support Contact Centre in a
bigger office.
“We chose Hong Kong for the support office because of
its central location in the region and the resources we
have already established here to help customers,” Jim
Gallagher, Director Customer Support Asia, Gulfstream

Aerospace Corporation, said. “Asia Pacific is now home
to more than 280 Gulfstream aircraft. The opening
of the Customer Support Contact Centre reinforces
our commitment to the continued growth of business
aviation in the region.”
The team in Hong Kong has a wide array of
responsibilities, ranging from new aircraft sales to
customer support to materials distribution. It is able to
support customers in a variety of languages, including
Putonghua, Cantonese and English. Apart from Hong
Kong, Gulfstream also has a sales office and service
centre in Beijing and a sales office in Singapore.
Growing from two employees to approximately 20, the
company will continue to look for opportunities to grow
in the region. “We are pleased with the local workforce
we’ve hired. They are very professional and have been
able to quickly learn our systems. These and other
attributes have enabled them to quickly support our
customers in the region. Their greatest strength is their
language skills combined with an in-depth knowledge of
local business practices and custom,” Gallagher said.
InvestHK got in touch with Gulfstream when it initially
opened an office in Tung Chung. From time to time,
Gulfstream has been contacting InvestHK’s Transport
and Industrial team to seek advice. “It’s good to have
InvestHK as our sounding board,” he enthused.

gulfstream.com

It’s good to have InvestHK
as our sounding board.

Original date of publication: April 2015
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Innovation & Technology // Hanson Robotics

Say Hello to
Humanoid
Robots
The geographic location, the
intersection of so many cultures
and so many distribution
channels, the design and
manufacturing techniques in
Hong Kong are exceptional.
Dr David Hanson, a renowned roboticist and founder
of Hanson Robotics, is determined to develop humanlike robots with realistic facial expressions and
conversational abilities. Since 2005, Hanson has
resurrected the talking head of sci-fi writer Philip K Dick,
and created an expressive walking humanoid from a
portrait of Albert Einstein.
To advance to the next stage of producing humanoid
robots for daily applications in entertainment,
healthcare and education, Hanson moved his company
to Hong Kong, where he sees great potential to further
develop his robotics venture. “The geographic location,
the intersection of so many cultures and so many
distribution channels, the design and manufacturing
techniques in Hong Kong are exceptional. The ways of
managing finances are also unparalleled,” Hanson said.
When considering his relocation to Hong Kong in 2013,
Hanson entered the StartmeupHK Venture Programme –
a global business plan competition organised by InvestHK
for high-impact, innovative and scalable startups that
aim to expand their businesses globally from Hong Kong –
and was selected as one of three Grand Award Winners.
The benefits of winning the StartmeupHK Venture
Programme enabled Hanson Robotics to set up efficiently
and smoothly in Hong Kong, and with the full support of
InvestHK, business networking was made even easier. In
May 2014, through its Investment Promotion Ambassador
Programme, InvestHK introduced Hanson Robotics
to Ocean Park to present its founder’s plan to create
animatronic robots for theme parks.

Hanson Robotics plans to make human-sized robots in
Hong Kong. Hanson explained that with Hong Kong’s long
history in toy making and its links to Mainland China
suppliers, he can get robots to market quicker and at more
affordable prices.
Hanson is also keen to develop a robotics hub in Hong
Kong. With some of his key collaborators already based
in Hong Kong, Hanson is confident that the robotics
community in the city can take a huge leap forward.
A growing number of robotic companies, including Hanson
Robotics, are now based in the Hong Kong Science Park and
as a result, the Park plans to set up a new robotics laboratory
to support research and development in the field.

hansonrobotics.com

“I strongly recommend entrepreneurs or innovators
to consider the StartmeupHK programme for several
reasons. The programme itself simply connects you
with so many opportunities for investors to provide
feedback and critique for your business. And then if you
win, you will open many additional doors. The rewards
from winning the championship of the StartmeupHK
competition are invaluable, beyond any monetary
estimate,” he said.
Original date of publication: November 2014
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Harley Davidson // Transport & Industrial

Harley-Davidson
Revs Up a Store
Hong Kong is a dynamic city
where you can find everything
you need here. The local
people are very welcoming
and always willing to help.

Spanning over 8,000 square feet on two floors, the brand
new Harley-Davidson concept store has become an
eye-catching landmark in the Chai Wan area. The store
offers a one-stop shop experience with motorcycle sales,
after sales service, parts and accessories merchandise,
apparel sales and a mini cafe. According to David Neilsen,
Dealer Principal, Hong Kong is a vibrant city with a
unique culture and a lot of locals have a discerning
lifestyle. He wishes to deliver a premium experience
to customers and allow them to explore the spirit of
freedom and adventure that the brand conveys. “We are
not just a motorcycle dealer. We hope to spread the brand
culture and deliver a quality customer experience. The
concept store is set to be a place for Harley-Davidson fans
to exchange riding experiences, and that’s why we’ve
incorporated a mini cafe to allow our fans to stay longer
and enjoy some relaxing moments here.”

“We also organise test rides and social events and hope
to engage with more people who share the same passion
about motorcycle riding,” he added.

Great Place to Live and to Do Business
As an independent dealer, the reasons Neilsen decided to
expand the Harley-Davidson concept store in Hong Kong
are mainly because of the independent judiciary and the
rule of law, a corruption-free economy and strong pool of
local talent.
“Hong Kong is a dynamic city where you can find
everything you need here. There are countless options
of eateries and I can bring my two children to theme
parks all the time,” he added, “The local people are very
welcoming and always willing to help. The friends whom
I met helped me to find my apartment and schools for my
children.”
The concept store has 15 staff and targets to employ an
additional four staff. Some 90 percent are locals. Neilsen
is impressed by the local talent’s hard work and passion
about their job.
Through the support of InvestHK, Neilsen established
contacts with local banks, connected with various
government departments, including the Immigration
Department and linked up to headhunters for senior staff
recruitment. He strongly recommends new business
owners to contact InvestHK as the team can provide all
the information about how to start a business in the city.

hongkongharleydavidson.com

Original date of publication: March 2016
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Business & Professional Services // Heritage Auction

US-based Heritage Auctions Enters
Asia Market through Hong Kong
Founded in 1976, the US based Heritage Auctions offers
a wide range of auction services, such as US and world
coins, rare currency, art, jewellery and timepieces,
vintage and couture handbags and more. The auction
house handles over 60 percent in overall sales of rare US
coins and currency sold at all report auction houses in the
US. In view of the potential growth of the collectible rare
coin and currency note market in the region, the auction
house has established a Hong Kong office in 2015, its first
in Asia.

Numismatic Auctions
Headed by rare coin and currency note collector and
enthusiast Kenneth Yung, Director of Asia Operations,
the Hong Kong office is focused on numismatic auctions.
He revealed that Hong Kong is an ideal location to open
their first Asia office thanks to its simple tax system, so
buyers do not have to bear additional sales tax; free port
status and easy customs procedures that encourage a
thriving import and export of rare coins and bank notes
for individual buyers and sellers. In addition, because of
Hong Kong’s geographical advantage, Mainland Chinese
buyers can easily access the city to view the products

instead of travelling to the US. As Mainland China is a
great potential market for Heritage Auctions, the Hong
Kong office can act as a catalyst to further develop
interest in rare coin and notes trade in the region.
The first semi-annual Hong Kong Coin Auction was held
in December 2015 and it was Heritage’s first, focusing
exclusively on the coins and currency of Mainland
China, Hong Kong, Macau and southeast Asia. The result
was very encouraging and there are already 960,000
registered online buyers. Yung is confident that the
result of the upcoming auction in June 2016 with a wider
selection will be even better.
There are four staff in the Hong Kong office and all of
them can speak English, Cantonese and Mandarin. Yung
commented, “It is not difficult to find talent who can
speak all three languages in Hong Kong and this helps us
communicate with our US office and customers speaking
Cantonese and Mandarin effectively”.

ha.com
Original date of publication: March 2016

Hong Kong is an ideal location
to open our first Asia office
because of its free port status,
easy customs procedures and
geographical advantage.
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International New York Times // Creative Industries

Knowing that we have that support
and access to such great resources
like InvestHK is important for our
confidence and provides a welcome
sense of security about operating
our Asia business from Hong Kong
now and into the future.

The New York Times Uses Hong Kong
Base to Capture New Audience in Asia
The New York Times is a global company with 3,500
employees including 1,300 newsroom staff, of which 75
are full-time internationally based correspondents.
Established in 2005, the Hong Kong bureau is the
company’s regional headquarters, from which editors
coordinate the global news report with other teams in New
York, Paris and London. It includes reporters, editors and
content specialists as well as a dedicated Asia business
team that runs production and advertising operations in
more than 15 countries across the region.
The INYT has recently achieved an important milestone,
crossing the one million paid digital subscriber mark. This
is in addition to its 1.1 million print and digital subscribers.
The key driver is its commitment to creating the best
original journalism and storytelling.
“Our plan is to cultivate a new generation of readers
who can’t imagine a day without The New York Times
no matter where they are in the world,” Helena Phua,
Executive Vice President, Asia Pacific, International New
York Times, said.

New Audience in Asia
In Asia, this has meant testing and refining new
approaches to reach new audiences, including
experimenting with translations, specialised content and
social media. Its Chinese-language website has become
an essential news source for Chinese readers not only
in Asia, but worldwide. Similarly, the newly launched
monthly magazine in Simplified Chinese, the INYT
20

Chinese Monthly, has helped INYT develop an entirely
new audience across Asia. It has also launched a New
York Times international WeChat account in 2015 with
specially curated content for readers throughout the
region.
Most recently, the company has launched NYT VR, a
virtual reality app, and partnered with Google to deliver
more than one million Google Cardboard viewers to
subscribers in the US, allowing them to experience
content in a completely new and exciting way.
“Looking ahead, we will continue to develop and
experiment with products specific to Asia and tailor our
journalism to make them more relevant. That includes
exploring opportunities for more local language products
such as the INYT Chinese Monthly, hosting more events
within the region and discovering new ways to develop
and engage with our readers in Asia,” Phua said.
“InvestHK has been very active and supportive of not just
INYT, but many of our international suppliers and clients.
Since I first met InvestHK five years ago, the department
has been extremely helpful, always providing useful data
and information. Knowing that we have that support and
access to such great resources like InvestHK is important
for our confidence and provides a welcome sense of
security about operating our Asia business from Hong
Kong now and into the future,” Phua concluded.

INYT.com
Original date of publication: January 2016

Information & Communications Technology // KPMG Insights Lab

Information Everywhere, but
Where is the Insight?
KPMG Insights Labs is a virtual R&D centre that will
serve as a global innovation hub with the aim to incubate
and develop data-driven business solutions for KPMG’s
clients. In November 2013, KPMG International launched
KPMG Capital, a fund created to accelerate innovation in
data analytics services and solutions. As the global R&D
resource for data analytics solutions, which all of KPMG’s
member firms worldwide can access, the Insights Lab will
undertake R&D for the assets acquired by KPMG Capital as
well as for existing KPMG intellectual property.
“Hong Kong is the perfect location for our regional Insights
Lab. It is the biggest financial services hub in Asia, the
regional headquarters or even global headquarters for
multinational corporations (MNCs), and also an ideal
platform for Mainland companies to go global. It has a
huge potential talent pool who possess not only technical
expertise but more importantly, business experience and
acumen. Hong Kong has also got years of experience in the
data analytics space,” Egidio Zarrella, Partner, KPMG, said.
“Hong Kong has done a phenomenal job in transforming
itself from a manufacturing to service economy. It has
reinvented itself, moved up the value chain and become
the innovation hub in Asia. With the strong uptake of
mobile and eCommerce, Hong Kong has a key role to play
in data analytics,” he added.
While the Insights Lab is based in Hong Kong, it will serve
clients across the region, especially Mainland firms that
are coming to set up in Hong Kong. The ultimate goal is to
have a strategic conversation with the clients.

Data analytics has revolutionalised the ways companies
understand their customers and that has ramifications for
large and small companies alike. The Insights Lab aims to
help clients visualise their data in patterns and trends and
enable them to make better business decisions.
According to Zarrella, the long-term goal is to help the
broader business community become more aware of how
data analytics can improve business decisions.

kpmg.com

Hong Kong has reinvented
itself, moved up the value
chain and become the
innovation hub in Asia. With
the strong uptake of mobile
and eCommerce, Hong Kong
has a key role to play in data
analytics.
Original date of publication: November 2014
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Lanco Asia Ltd // Transport & Industrial

Engineering Success from
Hong Kong
Hong Kong’s role in industrial development may be
less conspicuous than its trading, finance or tourism
sectors. But for Lanco Asia’s managing director, Brutus Lo,
business is thriving. “Business has been growing rapidly
and, we’re keeping pace with our offices in the US and
Germany,” he said.
Lo strongly believes in the
viability of high valueadded manufacturing in
Hong Kong, as he proudly
recalls how his clients
are amazed to learn their
sophisticated systems are
“Made in Hong Kong”.

“We deal with advanced and customised technologies
every day for multinationals, but at the heart of it we’re
a traditional company that values integrity and loyalty –
and that’s what we find here.” Lo particularly appreciates
the mindset of young engineers in Hong Kong. “The work
attitude and ethics are exceptional, and they treasure an
engineering career with Hong
Kong-based manufacturers
like Lanco because it
stretches their creativity and
engineering ingenuity, yet
allows them to work in their
home city and stay close to
their family and friends,” he
added.

Hong Kong is an ideal
location to manufacture
products with high
technology content.

“Manufacturing in Hong
Kong no doubt carries a
higher price tag than our
neighbouring economies,
but we offer value that multinational clients are
willing to pay for: high quality of deliverables, on-time
delivery, transparent project management, and
intellectual property (IP) protection over their products/
technologies, which all translate to lower project risk and
higher value,” Lo said.

Lo said Hong Kong had also
been the company’s first
choice because of its rule of
law and free-port status. “We
deal with highly sophisticated end-products and we need
consistent and efficient access to the mechanical parts
that keep our business up and running,” Lo explained.
Lanco has used Hong Kong’s Closer Economic
Partnership Arrangement (CEPA) to export its products
to Mainland China. “Almost all systems and component
parts we produce in Hong Kong are exported to China
tariff-free, either under China’s normal tariff schedule or
by making use of the zero-tariff preference under CEPA,”
Lo said.
He added that rigorous intellectual property protection
was also essential. “Hong Kong is an ideal location to
manufacture products with high technology content,”
he said.

lanco.net
Original date of publication: May 2015
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Creative Industries // LinkedIn

Finding the
Perfect Match

Hong Kong has a lot of
multinational headquarters,
and it’s important for us to be
here from a business angle.

The number of LinkedIn members in Hong Kong
surpassed the one million mark last year and the company
has some 65 employees in its Hysan Place office.
Eric Yee, Head of North Asia (Talent Solutions) of LinkedIn,
highlights Hong Kong’s strength as a talent pool. “You see
a good mix of talent, between local talent and expatriates
coming to the region,” he said. “Hong Kong has a lot of
multinational headquarters, and it’s important for us
to be here from a business angle, as we have access to
companies making hiring decisions not just for Hong
Kong but for different parts of the Asia Pacific region.”
LinkedIn’s 2016 Hong Kong Talent Trends Survey shows
that although some 70 percent of the city’s workers
are not actively looking for jobs, 93 percent of them are
open to new opportunities. “That’s a hot talent pool that
companies are not looking at, as they are only looking at
the actively-looking candidates.”
But to convince high-quality workers contented with their
jobs to join another company is not easy, and it boils down
to what Yee calls employer branding.
“How do you differentiate yourself when there’s an intense
war out there for talent? How do you engage those people,
let them know how great it is to work for your company?”
He said.
Yee furthered that the best recruiters for a company are
the employees, and LinkedIn has created channels that
allow workers to share opinions and become thought
leaders in their professions. That helps companies build
up their employer branding.

Another product created by LinkedIn for this purpose
is Elevate, which feeds companies trending content
relevant to their respective industries to share with their
employees on LinkedIn, who can then select and share
it with their wider network of friends and colleagues on
LinkedIn, Facebook and Twitter.
Another characteristic of Hong Kong that plays to
LinkedIn’s strength, Yee explained, is the large presence
of small and medium enterprises (SMEs). With LinkedIn,
SMEs can establish an employer brand on the same
playfield with bigger companies which had already
established such identity. “Smaller companies couldn’t
afford to differentiate themselves, and now they can,”
Yee said.
Yee revealed that noticeable change to the user
experience of LinkedIn is on the horizon. For years,
LinkedIn has been developing the Economic Graph,
a digital map of the global economy. By identifying
the connections that link people, jobs, companies,
professional knowledge and skills, LinkedIn hopes to find,
in real-time, trends that lead to economic opportunities.
Once complete, the Economic Graph will include a
profile for all 3 billion members of the global workforce,
digitally represent every economic opportunity
offered, and will include a digital presence of the highereducation organisations that can help members gain
new or enhanced skills to realise their most valuable
opportunities in a fast-changing economy.

linkedin.com
Original date of publication: July 2014

Updated: November 2016
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NetJets // Transport & Industrial

Fly Your Way Home

NetJets Inc, a Berkshire Hathaway company with an AA+
credit rating, has set up a new operation in Hong Kong to
provide aircraft management, chartered jet and Jet Card
(a prepaid card for 25 hours of flight time) services for
Asia-Pacific clients.
“Hong Kong is a sure choice because it is a cosmopolitan
city. Many large multinational companies are based
here. Its excellent location at the heart of Asia is a clear
advantage for aviation businesses,” Eric Wong, Chief
Executive Officer, NetJets China (Hong Kong) Ltd, said.
“The APAC region will drive global economic growth in
the next 10 years and we see the future potential here for
our premium flight services.”

Taxation is the biggest
advantage we enjoy in
Hong Kong.

With its presence in Hong Kong, Wong said NetJets
has achieved global reach connecting people from a
long-haul flight to their desired destination, be it a small
city in the US or Europe. Such point-to-point private jet
services help time-sensitive businessmen avoid the
frustrations of using domestic transfer flights. Wong said
the private jet services also help encourage Mainland
companies to “go global”.

“There’s no private jet company in the world except
NetJets which offers a seamless travel experience with
this high level of flexibility across the US, Europe and
Mainland China. The private jet sector is still growing
in this region. With our 50 years of experience in small
chartered flights, and a fleet size of over 700 aircraft,
I’m certain that our services could bridge the gap in this
region,” he said.
In 2012, NetJets China (Hong Kong) Ltd’s sister company,
NetJets Business Aviation Ltd, was awarded an operation
certificate from the Civil Aviation Administration of
China, which allows the company to offer private aircraft
charter services in Mainland China. NetJets Business
Aviation is based in Zhuhai Jinwan Airport and focuses
on the technical side. The Hong Kong office, located near
Hong Kong International Airport, is responsible for the
sales and marketing of NetJets’ products. Both offices
employ a total of 46 staff.
During NetJets’ setting up process, InvestHK provided
market/industry specific information, advice on entry/
expansion strategy, networking opportunities and PR
support. “Taxation is the biggest advantage we enjoy in
Hong Kong. It’s very easy to set up here, find business
consultation services and legal support with Mainland
experience, which helps us set up in the Mainland as
well,” Wong concluded.

netjets.com

Original date of publication: January 2015
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Creative Industries // Pace Gallery

Setting the Pace
in Contemporary Art
Established in the US in 1963, Pace Gallery is a leading
contemporary art gallery representing many of the
world’s most talented artists and masters. The gallery
has set up a 1,000-square-foot showroom space within
an office premises in Hong Kong to build its local
business network with a flexible programming setting.
“Hong Kong provides easy access to Asian clients. We
meet a lot of young clients here, such as those of the K11
art mall. We are curating something for the Hong Kong
Arts Centre and will be supplying some art pieces to the
M+ Museum,” Leng Lin, Regional Partner, Pace Asia, said.
“I like Hong Kong very much for its professional way of
doing business. It is a melting pot of Asian and Western
cultures, as well as a place with competitive taxation
benefits.”

Pace Gallery participated in Art Basel Hong Kong. It plans
to hire more local staff to run the Hong Kong gallery
and bring more artists to the city. It is also looking for
studio and storage space. “InvestHK’s support is great.
We are proud to play a part in Hong Kong’s booming
art community and contribute to its development,” Lin
concluded.
Establiehd in Boston in 1963, Pace Gallery was founded
by American art dealer, film producer and director
Arne Glimcher, with 10 locations worldwide, including
London, California, Beijing and Hong Kong.

pacegallery.com
Original date of publication: July 2014

Leng set up Pace Beijing in 2008. He opened an office
gallery space at Entertainment Building in the hustle
and bustle of Hong Kong’s central business district in
May 2014. The inaugural exhibition featured Zhang
Xiaogang’s Oil-on-Paper works. Pace Gallery’s Carsten
Nicolai also presented a new audiovisual installation, α (alpha) pulse,
for Art Basel Hong Kong across the
entire façade of Hong Kong’s iconic
International Commerce Centre
(ICC).
“After five years in Beijing, we feel
our belonging to Asia and Hong
Kong is getting more important. It is
a window to the world,” he added.
Acting as an information centre
outside Mainland China, Pace
Hong Kong aims to connect with
galleries from all over the world
and represent Hong Kong artists. “It is interesting to see
how our network is growing organically here. We are not
a gallery just selling artworks, but a global Hong Kong
gallery which identifies local artists and represents
them,” Lin said.

Hong Kong provides easy
access to Asian clients.
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Perseus // Information & Communications Technology

Perseus Selects
Hong Kong As Its
Base for Asian
Growth
Perseus is a leading provider of managed services
for high-precision, high-speed, high-performance
applications. With clients spanning the financial services
and capital markets, media, eCommerce and iGaming
sectors, Perseus offers a fully managed suite of services
across the trade lifecycle and along many of the world’s
fastest market-to-market routes.
The financial vertical is the company’s largest customer
group, and includes the world’s banks, hedge funds,
market-makers, exchanges and traders.
“Since the company’s launch in 2009, Hong Kong has
been a location that I wanted Perseus to grow into.
The Asian markets are expanding rapidly, and foreign
investors are steadily pouring in to capitalise in the
Mainland marketplace. Hong Kong is at the core of
this rapid growth and Perseus wanted to ensure that
we seized the opportunities. Our aspiration moved
closer to reality in November 2014, when we won the
StartmeupHK Venture Programme Grand Award,” Jock
Percy, CEO, Perseus, said.
Perseus set up its regional headquarters in Hong Kong in
March 2015, and is actively recruiting eight initial team
members covering engineering and sales in the Asian
markets. As the company continues growth in this region,
Perseus will add additional personnel on the ground and
plans to triple the number of team members in the first
few years.

Hong Kong is a new digital
trading gateway for financial
products and services, as well
as for other global eCommerce
services. It will be our building
block for broader expansion
into the Asian markets.

“Hong Kong has proven to be a very healthy atmosphere
for startups, particularly in the financial sector, because
so many firms are realising the growth potential that
this market offers. InvestHK’s StartmeupHK Venture
Programme provided some excellent exposure
for Perseus and for our move into this region. The
relationship with InvestHK and the StartmeupHK team
has been fantastic, and has played a big part in Perseus’s
ability to establish early traction in the city,” Percy said.
Percy also said he found Hong Kong a lively and
enthusiastic location for startup businesses across a
number of industry verticals, and the company has
already identified a number of new opportunities in this
market, including gaming.
“We also see Hong Kong as a new digital trading gateway
for financial products and services, as well as for other
global eCommerce services. The city will be our building
block for broader expansion into the Asian markets,” he
said.
In April 2015, Perseus announced that Goldman Sachs
had made a $20.5 million minority investment. The
firm will soon announce delivery of its global network
expansion, which will includes 28 new points of presence
around the world, 16 of them in the Asia-Pacific region.

perseus.co
Original date of publication: July 2015
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Creative Industries // Radius Product Development

From Engineering to World-Class
User Experience
Radius is a global innovation and product development
company headquartered in Boston, Massachusetts,
with additional locations in Chicago, Hong Kong,
Shanghai and recently opened San Jose in the Silicon
Valley. Radius creates unique product solutions which
enhance people’s lives, create meaningful product
experiences and increase brand loyalty, and services
in diverse market segments, including healthcare,
FMCG packaging, industrial, consumer electronics and
emerging technologies. Radius recently moved from
Tsing Yi to a 7,000-square-meter office at Hong Kong
Science Park’s newly opened Phase 3 and considers
Hong Kong a strategic location to provide solutions for
leading multinational, local and emerging companies in
the region.
“The advantage of Radius is our ability to pull together
talent from our five global offices to work on a
project best suited to the client’s needs and product
requirements. Since Hong Kong is very close to major
manufacturing hubs in Mainland China, we are able
to move our conceptual designs to production much
faster while minimising risks and cost. With an office
in Hong Kong Science Park, commuting to the China
border takes only 30 minutes!” Ko said.

In Search of “Hybrids”
As more companies think global, the importance of
understanding the consumer needs across different
geographies, particularly Asia, is critical. The

traditional “one-product-fits-all” offering has proven to
be less effective as the global market and consumers
have evolved. The Radius team provides research
capabilities which they utilise to gather key insights
into the user experience and critical design aspects
to enhance the product’s potential for success in any
market.
Some eye-opening projects include a trendy, foldable
mouse that is now exhibited at the US Museum of
Modern Art; a waterproof mechanical jacket for
industry-use tablets with advanced features for use
by doctors and nurses in hospitals, and an instant
water-filtering drinking bottle. To meet business
needs, Radius plans to double their staff from 20 to 40
by 2016.
“We are constantly looking for experienced staff with
both engineering and design background, whom we
call ‘hybrids’ — people having broad skill sets that
span the product development process and facilitate
the overlapping of the research/design/engineering
functions, which in turn spark innovation. We hire
both local and overseas candidates to create diversity
in our team,” Ko said.
By leveraging InvestHK’s services and Hong Kong
Science Park’s network, Ko’s ambition is to increase
the firm’s capacity as one of Asia’s top design firms,
providing thought leadership and world-class product
development solutions.

Since Hong Kong is very close
to major manufacturing hubs in
Mainland China, we are able to
move our conceptual designs to
production much faster while
minimising risks and cost.

Original date of publication: July 2015
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Royal Caribbean Cruises // Tourism & Hospitality

Royal Caribbean Cruises
Calls Hong Kong Home

We can achieve a real long-term
competitive advantage and
good return on investment in
this fast-growing market by
accelerating our presence
here.

The increasing demand for cruise vacations in
Mainland China and southeast Asia has motivated Royal
Caribbean Cruises to expand and make Hong Kong one
of its key homeports.
“Hong Kong has one of the highest GDPs per capita
in Asia and is home to a host of sophisticated,
knowledgeable and pioneering travellers. It also attracts
a variety of travellers from southern China as well
as international visitors,” Dr Liu Zinan, Regional Vice
President and Managing Director of Asia and China,
Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd, said.
“The city’s international status and the new Kai Tak
Cruise Terminal will continue to boost its cruise
development. All these make Hong Kong an ideal place
for us to invest in,” he added.
The company’s Hong Kong expansion started off with
a team of eight and there are plans to further expand
the team. According to Liu, Mainland China is still at the
beginning of its development as a cruise market. Cruise
vacations have a relatively young history and in terms
of market size, Mainland China is still small compared
to the US and Europe. But the adoption rate of cruising
is growing very fast – the growth rate is almost doubling
every year. “We can achieve a real long-term competitive
advantage and good return on investment in this
fastgrowing market by accelerating our presence here,”
Liu said.
The huge potential for south China stems primarily
from three city markets, Hong Kong, Shenzhen and
Guangzhou, which are among the most affluent cities in
the area and boast a combined population of 35 million
people within two to three hours’ driving distance of the
Kai Tak Cruise Terminal in Hong Kong.

Royal Caribbean Cruises, the parent firm of Royal
Caribbean International, is one of three members of
Worldwide Cruise Terminals, the consortium that
operates the Kai Tak Cruise Terminal. This reflects the
company’s vision to make cruise vacations a popular
holiday option among Hong Kong vacationers.
Looking ahead, its flagship vessel in Asia, Voyager of
the Seas., will make Hong Kong its homeport later in
2015, making the city one of its strategic ports out of the
company’s 40 ports of departures and 280 worldwide
destinations.
“Our goal is to establish cruising as a form of mainstream
travel within the next two to three years, and make
cruise vacations as popular as traditional fly-and-stay
vacations,” Liu concluded.

royalcaribbean-hongkong.com

Original date of publication: September 2014
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Financial Services // Union Gaming Securities Asia Ltd

The Axle for
Union Gaming’s
Growth

Formed in 2009 by experienced gaming industry
players and professionals with strong investment
banking backgrounds, Union Gaming has expanded
its investment banking and securities business into
Hong Kong. “Hong Kong is the final piece of the puzzle
to service our clients as efficiently and as globally as
possible,” Richard Moriarty, Managing Director of Union
Gaming Securities Asia Ltd, said.
Union Gaming services a niche market: It is a securities
firm and boutique investment bank focusing exclusively
on the global casino and integrated resort industry. “We
specialise in areas relating to equity research, securities
trading and investment banking services for a broad
range of clients, including casino operators, local real
estate partners, governments, global money managers
and capital partners,” Moriarty said.
Union Gaming is excited to move into Hong Kong, and
finds the local business environment favourable to
expanding and fostering its business. “For us, not being in
Hong Kong was too big a price to pay, especially given the
city’s deep talent pool, and its proximity both to Macau
and other key Asian business cities. Over the past year,
we are very pleased with our evolution and growth,” he
said.
As of March 2015, Union Gaming has successfully
obtained Type 1 and Type 4 licenses from the Securities
and Futures Commission. As a licensed corporation, its
Hong Kong office offers securities dealing and advising
on securities for professional investors and gaming
companies. “Since we put our boots on the ground here
in Hong Kong, we were introduced to Invest Hong Kong
through their San Francisco office. They made our
transition, coming from 7,000 miles away, as seamless as
it could be.

Hong Kong is the final piece
of the puzzle to service our
clients as efficiently and as
globally as possible.

“Hong Kong’s strategic location at the heart of the Asia
Pacific region plays a very important role in our business.
The placement is excellent — travelling from Hong Kong
for two-to-three hours in any direction brings you to most
of the important business centres in this part of the world.
Southeast Asia is a big engine of growth, including key
drivers like Vietnam, Cambodia and, of course, Mainland
China, and our people spend a lot of time travelling there
from Hong Kong, ” Moriarty said.
Union Gaming plans to increase office headcount as
the business grows, adopting a hub-and-spoke system
to link corporate professionals with business centres
and clients’ locations. “We’ve got our corporate finance
professionals here in Hong Kong, and our industry
professionals based in Macau. It’s a great system to work
with, especially when it takes us just an hour to get to the
neighbouring city,” he said.

uniongaminggroup.com

Original date of publication: September 2015
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InvestHK’s Offices in the US
The InvestHK teams in the US help companies from all sectors and of all
sizes, from large MNCs to startups, set up in Hong Kong to do business.

New York
The New York Office looks after the central and eastern states, including Alabama, Connecticut, Delaware,
District of Columbia, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Maine, Maryland, Massachussets, Mississippi, New Hampshire,
New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Tennessee, Vermont,
Virginia and West Virginia.
Contacts:
Douglas Lee
Deputy Head, Investment Promotion
Tel: (1) 212 752 3320Ext. 216
Email: douglas_lee@hketony.gov.hk

Leo Naut
Deputy Head, Investment Promotion
Tel: (1) 212 752 3320Ext. 217
Email: leo_naut@hketony.gov.hk

Address:
Hong Kong Economic and Trade Office (New York)
115 East 54th Street, 5th Floor, New York,
NY 10022, USA

San Francisco
The San Francisco Office looks after the western states, including Arizona, California, Colorado, Hawaii, Idaho,
Kansas, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Mexico, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, South Dakota, Texas, Utah,
Washington and Wyoming.
Contact:
Lawrence Tang
Head, Investment Promotion
Tel: (1) 415 835 9318
Email: lawrence_tang@hketosf.gov.hk
Address:
Hong Kong Economic and Trade Office (San Francisco)
130 Montgomery Street, San Francisco,
CA 94104, USA
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Hong Kong is the right place as it is an
international finance hub, pro-business and
supportive towards new enterprises.
Tracy Young, Publisher
Barron’s Asia

Since Hong Kong is very close to major
manufacturing hubs in Mainland China, we
are able to move our conceptual designs to
production much faster while minimising
risks and cost.
Kevin Ko, Managing Director, China Region
Radius Product Development
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Plug in to Hong Kong –
a Global Super-Connector

Hong Kong’s strategic location and world class infrastructure make it an
ideal business hub in Asia. Its free flow of information, simple and low tax
regime, range of financing options, easy access to Asia’s fastest growing
markets and the talent make it the perfect place for your business.
Invest Hong Kong has the expertise to help you set up smoothly in our city.
Our services are free, confidential and tailored to your needs.

Get in touch at investhk.gov.hk

@

Where Business Goes to Grow

25/F, Fairmont House, 8 Cotton Tree Drive,
Central, Hong Kong
Tel: (852) 3107 1000
Email: enq@investhk.gov.hk

Disclaimer: The information contained in this publication is for general reference only. While every effort has been made
to keep information current and accurate, InvestHK is not be liable for any errors in, omissions from, or misstatements
or misrepresentations (whether express or implied) concerning any such information, and does not have or accept any
liability, obligation and responsibility whatsoever for any loss, destruction or damage (including without limitation
consequential loss, destruction or damage) however arising from or in respect of any use or misuse of or reliance on the
information. You are responsible for making your own assessment of all information contained in this publication and
shall verify such information by making reference and obtaining independent advice before acting upon it. There is no
implied endorsement of any material or recommendation of a company or service provider over another.

This brochure is printed on paper which is recyclable, acid-free
and Elemental Chlorine Free (ECF).
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